Integration between design and advanced technological considerations in the interior design of mobile hotel establishments (caravans)
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Abstract:
The process of producing temporary hotel establishments is an integrated process whose stages and components must be commensurate with the data and conditions of the environment, especially in light of the increasing tourist demand with this type of hotel establishments in the recent period, and the reasons have emerged that these mobile hotel establishments are compatible with the environment given the great environmental awareness that has affected all sectors, including the tourism sector in particular, and mobile hotel establishments or caravan, or travel trailer, or caravans are a trailer Towing them behind a vehicle on the road to provide a sleeping place that is more comfortable and protected than the tent (although there are folding trailer tents). The caravan provides a way for people to have their own homes on a trip or vacation, without relying on a motel or hotel, and enables them to stay in places where none are available. However, in some countries, camps are restricted to specific locations for which fees are paid

Mobile hotel establishments (caravans) vary from basic models that may be a little more than a tent on wheels to those with several rooms with all the furniture, furnishings and equipment of the house. Hard-walled trailers can be created from metal or fiberglass. Travel trailers are mainly used in North America, Europe, Australia and New Zealand, taking into account that mobile hotel establishments (caravans), as non-fixed interior living spaces, have a special nature, this nature should Special considerations in interior design may not be of great importance if the interior living space is traditional, the interior designer must take into account the nature of the living space that he designs, taking into account special considerations that characterize this space, in order to reach the creation of a suitable living environment It is convenient for the residents of this space, and taking into account the special considerations for designing the living space with a mobile living cabin, as it is designed as a mobile home or suite in a five-star hotel that carries the concept of comfort, security and safety that the user of these mobile hotel establishments needs in all environments that suit them.
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